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Study anytime, anywhere! Emanuel Law in a Flash cards the only resource of their kind are ideal for

reviewing legal concepts and for self-assessment of strengths and weaknesses. The portable,

business-card size of Emanuel Law in a Flash cards makes it convenient for you to study on the go

and cover all major topics of law within a singular course. You get a substantive review of black

letter law, definitions, and hypotheticals. The clever organization allows you to quickly find cards on

just topics you struggle with, or shuffle the whole deck together for a comprehensive review right

before you sit down to take the final exam. Trusted for more than twenty years, these unique

products, with their question on one side and corresponding answer on the other, make it easy for

you to study on your own or in groups. The portable, business-card size of Emanuel Law in a Flash

makes it convenient for you to study on the go.You get a substantive review of black letter law,

definitions, and hypotheticals. Organized to allow you to quickly find cards on just topics you

struggle with, or to shuffle the whole deck together for a comprehensive review.As part of the

Emanuel line, you can be sure the content has been carefully checked against authoritative

sources.Trusted for more than twenty years, these unique products, with their question on one side

and corresponding answer on the other, make it easy for you to study on your own or in groups.
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Weighing in at over 500 cards, these are very comprehensive. The cards don't spend an equal

amount of time on every subject of Evidence, rather, they apportion more cards to the bigger

subjects. Our professor did the same, so it's great to have cards that track the professor in that way.



For example, we spent a lot of time on Hearsay and Character Evidence throughout the semester,

and these cards are about 60-70% Hearsay and Character Evidence. These were great to prepare

for the final, and there's no question about it they helped me get a decent grade.

Very good product. I've been out of law school for over 10 years and am finding these to be an

excellent refresher. I'm also using Questions & Answers: Evidence by LexisNexis.

Even if you aren't a flashcard person, Evidence is a class that hinges on rote memorization. Highly

recommended over any written supplement.

Excellent way to learn evidence, one card at a time.

Cards definitely help you review once you're prepared. A lot of the cards try to squeeze too much in

too little a space, often stringing text to another card making it impracticable to shuffle the deck.

So far so Good

Exactly what I wanted

I'm two weeks away from my Evidence final and feel much better than I did before I had the cards.

They have great explanations and examples. With a subject like Evidence, these are a must have!
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